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The role of dipole moment in two fused-ring
electron acceptor and one polymer donor based
ternary organic solar cells†
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Fused-ring electron acceptor (FREA) based ternary organic solar cells (OSCs) have made significant

progress and attracted considerable attention due to their simple device architecture and broad

absorption range in devices. There are three key parameters that need to be fine-tuned in ternary OSCs

including absorption, energy level and morphology in order to realize high efficiencies. Herein, a series

of FREAs with diverse electron-rich cores or electron-deficient terminals are developed and rationally

combined to achieve high performance ternary OSCs. The dipole moment of FREAs’ terminals has been

unveiled as an important factor and its working mechanism has been thoroughly investigated by

systematically studying six ternary OSCs. These ternary blends all exhibit complementary absorption and

cascade energy levels, which can facilitate efficient light-harvesting and charge transfer. Additionally, the

morphological effects on ternary OSCs are eliminated through comparative studies while demonstrating

distinctively different performance. The preliminary results show that compatible dipole moment

between two FREAs is critical in ternary blends. Specifically, the performance of the ternary system with

two FREAs having quite different dipole moment terminals is worse compared to that with similar

terminal dipole moments. The pair with larger difference in the dipole moment will also negatively

impact device performance. This interesting phenomenon is likely due to the fact that very different

dipole moments of terminals in FREAs can significantly decrease the electron mobility as well as induce

unbalanced hole/electron transport. Consequently, it results in increased charge recombination and

reduced charge collection efficiency. This finding demonstrates that the dipole moment of FREAs should

be taken into account in designing ternary OSCs.

1. Introduction

Non-fullerene acceptor (NFA) based organic solar cells (OSCs)
have attracted great attention, and significant progress has been
made due to their broad absorption in both visible and near-
infrared (NIR) regions, easily adjustable energy levels, and tunable
crystallinity in active layer morphology.1–8 To achieve efficient
OSCs, effective absorption of sunlight from the active layer is very
critical. Thus, considerable efforts have been devoted to the design
of active layer materials and device structures to ensure broadened
absorption.9–19 For example, tandem solar cells by stacking
multiple photoactive layers with complementary absorption
spectra can capture more photon flux to improve the short-
circuit current density ( Jsc).

20–24 Although a high power conver-
sion efficiency (PCE) of 17.3% was obtained,25 the application of
tandem OSCs is still quite limited because of the complexity in
device fabrication and large-scale production.
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Compared with tandem OSCs, ternary solar cells where the
active layer typically consists of either two donors and one
acceptor or one donor and two acceptors have the simplicity of
the single junction structure and broadened absorption of the
active layer.26–30 However, there are three key parameters
including absorption, energy level and morphology that need
to be fine-tuned simultaneously in order to realize efficient
device performance. Although the absorption and energy level
of the third component can be easily determined by photo-
physical and electrochemical measurements for the ternary
system, the morphology of the ternary system is more difficult
to control.31–33 Recently, Yan et al. reported an effective method
of minimizing interfacial tension between two fused-ring elec-
tron acceptors (FREAs) to control the morphology34 of the
ternary system.35–40 Although the PCE of this type of ternary
OSCs has been significantly increased to over 16%,41–44 a
tedious trial-and-error approach involving the fabrication of a
large number of devices is often employed. Therefore, it would
be highly desirable to develop a simple and intuitive method to
effectively predict what kind of FREA structures should be used
in a ternary system.

It has been reported that charge separation and charge
transfer processes involved in FREA based OSCs are very different
from those of fullerene-based acceptors.45 For the blend based on
a single polymer donor and a fullerene acceptor, the ultrafast
charge transfer originates from the variation in the p-electron

densities of the donor and the acceptor. However, it is very
different for FREA based blends such as those using ITIC
derivatives. These kinds of acceptors usually have electron-rich
cores with terminal electron-deficient groups such as substituted
3-(dicyanomethylidene)-indan-1-one (IC) and its fluorinated or
chlorinated derivatives. Considering the strong electron with-
drawing di-cyano-substituted terminals in FREAs, there may be
some dipole effect from the terminals that can facilitate the
charge transfer and at the same time prevent bimolecular
recombination when these terminals are near the electron-rich
polymer donor. Besides, recent crystallographic analysis revealed
that terminal ICs form intermolecular p–p stacking with each
other which might contribute to their efficient charge transfer.18

Therefore, the terminal’s dipole moment or the electronegativity
of FREAs may play a vital role in facilitating charge separation
and transfer in the binary blends.46 Since there is no systematic
investigation of these effects in FREA-based ternary OSCs, it is
important to verify them and exploit the possibility of establishing
a new material selection rule to expedite the development of
this field.

In this work, we have developed a series of FREAs with
different electron-rich cores or electron-deficient terminal
groups and systematically studied them in six ternary blends
to confirm the effect of 4TBA and 4TIC-4F, which have the
largest difference in terminal dipole moment, in ternary OSCs.
As shown in Scheme 1, we initially use the PBDT-2TC polymer

Scheme 1 (a) Molecular structures of the polymer donor PBDT-2TC and non-fullerene acceptors 4TBA, 6TBA, STBA, ITIC, 4TIC and 4TIC-4F. (b) The

synthetic routes for 4TBA and STBA.
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synthesized in-house with suitable energy levels and intense
absorption in the region between 400 and 650 nm as the donor
to match with these FREAs.47 Two FREAs (4TBA and 6TBA) with
a similar donor core and the same terminal 1,3-diethyl-2-
thioxodihydropyrimidine-4,6(1H,5H)-dione (BA) are combined
with the PBDT-2TC polymer to form the first ternary blend PBDT-
2TC:4TBA:6TBA. Then, the second and third ternary blends
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC and PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC are formed by
combining 4TBA with ITIC and 4TIC, respectively. These FREAs
have a similar or the same donor core but with different
terminal groups. The results show that ternary blends based
on acceptors with different terminals have worse device performance
than those with the same terminals; especially the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:
6TBA blend shows the best performance. The PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC
and PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC devices have significantly lower electron
mobility, which results in unbalanced hole/electron transport
and increased charge recombination. These three ternary blends
all exhibit complementary absorption and cascade energy levels,
and the morphologies of these blend films are also quite similar.
Therefore, there must be some other parameters that dictate the
quite different performance of these ternary OSCs.

We then compare the terminals’ dipole moment of these
acceptors by DFT calculation. The results reveal that the dipole
moment value for the different terminals, Th-BA, Th-IC and
Th-DFIC, shows a gradual increase. To confirm our hypothesis,
the acceptor 4TIC-4F with the same donor core 4T but with the
largest dipole moment terminal 2-(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-
inden-1-ylidene)malononitrile (DFIC) was used to form the fourth
ternary blend PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F. This blend only shows a
little higher crystallinity than that of the binary blend while its
electronmobility is the worst, leading to themost unbalanced uh/ue
value and the poorest PCE. This result also reveals that larger dipole
moment difference in FREAs will cause worse device performance.

To further verify the hypothesis and to exclude the inter-
ference from the donor core, another two ternary blends of
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:STBA and PBDT-2TC:ITIC:4TIC with the same
terminal but different donor cores were investigated as well.
The novel acceptor, STBA, was synthesized by connecting a novel
donor core, selenophene-thieno[3,2-b]thiophene-selenophene (ST),
with the same terminal group, 4TBA. Although there is quite a
huge difference in the donor core, the performance of the PBDT-
2TC:4TBA:STBA blend shows a small attenuation compared to that
of the binary blend. The device of PBDT-2TC:ITIC:4TIC also works
well with improved performance which can exclude the inter-
ference from the donor core. Therefore, the comparative studies
of six ternary systems verify the importance of FREA dipole
moment in choosing a suitable third component in ternary
OSCs. Although this discovery may not be generally applicable to
all systems, it does provide some guidance for further improving
the performance of ternary OSCs.

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Ternary blend design and quantum calculations

The polymer donor employed in this work is PBDB-2TC (shown
in Scheme 1), which has been previously reported by our group

and showed good performance with FREAs.47 As shown in
Scheme 1a, three terminals, BA, IC and DFIC, with different
electronegativity are investigated, and their derived NIR FREAs
such as 6TBA,48 4TIC,18 ITIC1 and 4TIC-4F49 are employed in this
study. We have also developed another host acceptor 4TBA to
evaluate the effects of different FREAs because it has a matched
energy level and complementary absorption with polymer PBDT-
2TC and the above NIR FREAs. Four ternary blends PBDT-2TC:
4TBA:6TBA, PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC, PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC and
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F are carefully designed to study these
ternary OSCs. In addition, a novel acceptor STBA with ST as the
electron-rich core was also synthesized to systematically study the
dipole moment effect in ternary OSCs by excluding the possible
interference from the donor core.

4TBA and STBA were synthesized by the Knoevenagel con-
densation reaction (Scheme 1b) and the synthetic details and
the related characterization are available in the ESI† (Fig. S1–S4).
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) level were used to calculate the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbital (LUMO) energies of the donor cores (IDTT, ST, 4T and
ST) and the terminal groups (BA, IC and DFIC), in addition to
the dipole moments of the terminal groups. As shown in Fig. 1a,
4T, ST and 6T central cores have a higher HOMO level than that
of IDTT, indicating their better electron-donating ability, which
favors the NIR absorbing capability of FREAs. Regarding the
terminal groups, BA’s LUMO level is much higher than that of the
IC group, which is the highest among the four terminal groups,
indicating its weakest electron-withdrawing ability. Compared to
the IC group, fluorinated IC groups possess a deeper LUMO level
which agrees with the reported values. The different electron-
withdrawing ability of terminal groups deriving from their
different electronegativity can be compared by calculating their
regional dipole moments shown in Fig. 1b. The dipole moments
of 4.166, 4.439, 4.884 and 5.420 D were observed for the Se-BA,
T-BA, T-IC and T-DFIC segments, respectively. It is clear that the
dipole moment of T-BA is significantly different from that of
T-DFIC, which may induce unbalanced charge transport in two
segment based binary acceptors (vide infra).

2.2. Electrochemical and optical properties

The absorption and energy level of the third component acceptor
are widely considered to be crucial for efficient ternary OSCs. In
order to eliminate the interference of these two factors and study
the effect of electronegativity in ternary OSCs, six ternary blends
with appropriate energy levels and complementary absorption are
constructed (Fig. 2). The electrochemical properties of all these
materials were investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in the same
condition (Fig. 2a and Table S1, Fig. S5, ESI†). From the onset of
oxidation potentials in the CV, the HOMO energy level of PBDT-
2TC was determined to be �5.37 eV, while its LUMO level was
difficult to obtain from the CV measurement due to the unreliable
reduction data. Thus, we used the optical bandgap and HOMO
level to estimate PBDT-2TC’s LUMO level to be �3.41 eV. The
HOMO/LUMO energy levels of the new acceptors 4TBA and STBA
were estimated to be �5.51 eV/�3.70 eV and �5.45 eV/�3.60 eV,
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respectively. Similarly, the HOMO/LUMO energy levels of 6TBA,
ITIC, 4TIC and 4TIC-4F were estimated to be �5.41 eV/�3.66 eV,
�5.60 eV/�3.86 eV, �5.56 eV/�4.03 eV and �5.60 eV/�4.21 eV,
respectively.

Evidently, the first five ternary blends all exhibit cascade energy
levels, which is believed to be beneficial for charge transfer.

Notably, the sixth ternary blend shows multiple electron charge
transfer, and nonradiative Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) between ITIC and 4TIC, which may improve the device
performance. The normalized UV-vis absorption profiles of PBDT-
2TC and FREAs in the film state and six ternary blends are shown
in Fig. 2b–g and the absorption spectra of the new acceptors 4TBA

Fig. 2 (a) Energy diagrams of six ternary systems’ materials. (b–g) Normalized UV-vis absorption spectra for the materials of six ternary blends.

Fig. 1 (a) Energy levels of cores and end groups calculated by DFT. (b) Dipole moments for the regional parts (Se-BA, T-BA, T-IC, T-FIC and T-DFIC) in

the asymmetric molecules.
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and STBA in dichloromethane solution are presented in Fig. S6,
ESI.† From the UV-vis spectra, 4TBA exhibits strong absorption
from 550 to 730 nm, which is expected to complement the
absorption of PBDT-2TC. The 4TBA film shows an absorption
edge at 746 nm corresponding to an optical bandgap of 1.66 eV.
Compared to 4TBA, STBA exhibits redshifted absorption (780 nm)
and reduced bandgap (1.59 eV), which is ascribed to the more
electron-rich ST unit and stronger intramolecular charge transfer
of STBA. 6TBA, ITIC, 4TIC and 4TIC-4F, which constitute the third
component, all show redshifted absorption compared to the host
acceptor 4TBA, which can potentially benefit the absorption
of the ternary blends. As a result, the six ternary blends all
display complementary absorption, which is beneficial for light-
harvesting. Thus, the potential interference from the factors
(appropriate energy levels and complementary absorption) in
the six selected ternary blends has been eliminated, which is
helpful to study the effect of dipole moment in ternary OSCs.

2.3. Photovoltaic device performance

Ternary OSCs were fabricated in a conventional device configu-
ration of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDT-2TC:acceptor1:acceptor2/C60-bis/
Ag, where C60-bis is the bis-fulleropyrrolidium iodide salt.50 The
molecular structure of C60-bis and the device structure are shown
in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. The acceptor1 in this work is 4TBA
and the binary BHJ device of PBDT-2TC:4TBA gave the best
performance under the optimal condition of donor/acceptor
weight ratio 1 : 1 in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB) solution with
thermal annealing at 120 1C for 10 min at 2000 rpm. The details
of device optimization are provided in Tables S2 and S3, ESI.†
Then, the weight ratio was kept at 1 : 1 (polymer : total acceptor)
for all ternary blends with only the acceptors’ relative weight
ratio being tuned. We first optimized the ternary blend PBDT-
2TC:4TBA:6TBA. As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3c, the binary
device based on PBDT-2TC:4TBA exhibited a high Voc of 0.962 V

and a FF of 0.71, delivering a high PCE of 10.52%. On varying
the amount of 6TBA in ternary blends, the Voc of the related
devices increased while Jsc and FF increased initially but then
decreased gradually. When the ratio of 4TBA : 6TBA was 9 : 1, the
highest PCE of 11.73% was obtained with a Voc of 0.968 V, a Jsc
of 16.6 mA cm�2, and a FF of 0.73.

Next, the weight ratio was kept at 1 : 0.9 : 0.1 for other five
ternary blends and all the other conditions of device fabrication
were kept consistent to perform a fair comparison of important
device parameters. Then, a third component ITIC which has a
similar absorption range replaced 6TBA and the ternary blend
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC was constructed. Different to the previous
ternary system, the Voc, Jsc and FF of the ternary blend device all
dropped, leading to a decreased PCE of 8.73%. The decreased
performance is due to the large difference between the donor
core of ITIC and 4TBA. Based on this, 4TIC which has the same
donor core as 4TBA and the same terminal group as ITIC was
used to build another ternary OSC. Similarly, we found that
although the 4TIC absorption broadened and even redshifted
to 900 nm, the device performance of PBDB-2TC:4TBA:4TIC
also significantly decreased (PCE decreased from 10.52% to
6.35%). More notably, the decrease is more pronounced (PCE
decreased from 10.52% to 3.57%) when fluorine atoms are
introduced at the end of 4TIC in the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F
ternary system. Thus, we speculate that the large difference in
the dipole moment between the two acceptors’ terminal groups
could affect the performance of ternary OSCs.

To confirm the effect of dipole moment in ternary OSCs and
exclude the interference of the donor core, the performance of
another two ternary blends of PBDT-2TC:4TBA:STBA and PBDT-
2TC:ITIC:4TIC with the same terminal but different donor cores
was investigated. In spite of the huge difference in the donor
core, the PCE of the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:STBA blend decreased
little compared to that of the binary blend (PCE decreased from

Fig. 3 (a) Molecular structure of C60-bis. (b) Device architecture. (c) J–V curves of PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA based OSCs with different acceptor contents.

(d) J–V curves of multiple ternary system based OSCs (PBDT-2TC : 4TBA : acceptor2 = 1 : 0.9 : 0.1). (e and f) EQE spectra of the respective ternary devices.
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10.52% to 9.51%). The device of PBDT-2TC:ITIC:4TIC worked
well and its PCE improved from 9.94% to 10.81%, as shown
in Table 1 and Fig. S7, ESI.† Therefore, from the results of
the above six ternary OSCs, we can see that the terminals’
dipole moment of the combined acceptors has a more signifi-
cant impact on device performance, especially for the key
parameters FF and Jsc. The changes in Jsc were confirmed
by external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements, as shown
in Fig. 3e and f. Fig. 3e displays the EQE curves of PBDT-
2TC:4TBA:6TBA ternary devices with different acceptor ratios.

The PBDT-2TC:4TBA based binary device showed a high EQE
response in the wavelength region of 350–750 nm. After the
addition of 10% 6TBA, the EQE broadened to 780 nm, which is
consistent with the broadened absorption of 6TBA. Fig. 3f shows
the EQE curves of the multiple ternary OSCs. It is clear that the
intensity of EQE response significantly decreased after the
addition of ITIC, 4TIC and especially 4TIC-4F. From the integra-
tion of the EQE curves, the calculated Jsc was obtained, which is
within a reasonable difference to the Jsc values obtained from
the corresponding J–V curves (Table 1).

Table 1 Photovoltaic parameters of OSCs based on ternary blends

Active layer D/A ratio Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm�2) FF PCEa (%) Calc. Jsc (mA cm�2)

PBDT-2TC : 4TBA : 6TBA 1 : 1 : 0 0.962 (0.960 � 0.004) 15.4 (15.2 � 0.3) 0.71 (0.70 � 0.01) 10.52 (10.13 � 0.28) 14.9
1 : 0.95 : 0.05 0.965 (0.964 � 0.003) 15.8 (15.6 � 0.4) 0.72 (0.71 � 0.02) 10.98 (10.56 � 0.32) 15.2
1 : 0.9 : 0.1 0.968 (0.966 � 0.004) 16.6 (16.4 � 0.4) 0.73 (0.71 � 0.02) 11.73 (11.25 � 0.38) 16.1
1 : 0.8 : 0.2 0.972 (0.970 � 0.005) 15.7 (15.5 � 0.3) 0.69 (0.78 � 0.02) 10.53 (10.15 � 0.27) 15.2
1 : 0.5 : 0.5 0.981 (0.979 � 0.004) 15.2 (14.9 � 0.4) 0.66 (0.65 � 0.02) 9.84 (9.44 � 0.31) 14.7
1 : 0.2 : 0.8 0.988 (0.986 � 0.005) 14.4 (14.2 � 0.3) 0.65 (0.64 � 0.02) 9.25 (8.98 � 0.25) 13.9
1 : 0 : 1 1.0 (0.998 � 0.004) 13.9 (13.8 � 0.3) 0.63 (0.62 � 0.02) 8.76 (8.46 � 0.27) 13.6

PBDT-2TC : 4TBA : ITIC 1 : 0.9 : 0.1 0.958 (0.957 � 0.003) 13.6 (13.4 � 0.3) 0.67 (0.66 � 0.02) 8.73 (8.41 � 0.25) 13.2
PBDT-2TC : 4TBA : 4TIC 1 : 0.9 : 0.1 0.905 (0.903 � 0.005) 11.7 (11.5 � 0.4) 0.60 (0.59 � 0.01) 6.35 (6.07 � 0.21) 11.3
PBDT-2TC : 4TBA : 4TIC-4F 1 : 0.9 : 0.1 0.857 (0.854 � 0.006) 8.5 (8.3 � 0.3) 0.49 (0.48 � 0.02) 3.57 (3.29 � 0.18) 8.2
PBDT-2TC : 4TBA : STBA 1 : 0.9 : 0.1 0.945 (0.943 � 0.004) 14.8 (14.5 � 0.4) 0.68 (0.67 � 0.02) 9.51 (9.23 � 0.25) 14.3
PBDT-2TC : ITIC : 4TIC 1 : 0.9 : 0.1 0.893 (0.892 � 0.003) 17.3 (17.0 � 0.5) 0.70 (0.68 � 0.02) 10.81 (10.42 � 0.33) 16.7
PBDT-2TC : ITIC 1 : 1 0.939 (0.937 � 0.003) 15.8 (15.6 � 0.4) 0.67 (0.66 � 0.02) 9.94 (9.56 � 0.28) 15.3

a Average values obtained from ten devices are shown in parentheses.

Fig. 4 (a) 2D GIWAXS patterns for PBDT-2TC:4TBA, PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA, PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC, PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC, PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F,

and PBDT-2TC:4TBA:STBA. (b) In-plane (black line) and out-of-plane (red line) line-cut profiles of GIWAXS results.
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2.4. Morphology analysis

The morphology of the BHJ active layer plays a significant role
in affecting the device performance. In order to differentiate if
the performance of the above ternary OSCs is really affected by
the dipole moment of the acceptor’s terminal group or is
influenced by BHJ morphology, we have carried out the grazing
incidence wide-angle scattering (GIWAXS) measurements51 on
the samples studied above. GIWAXS can provide the information
of molecular packing and crystalline orientation of these ternary
BHJs. The GIWAXS 2D patterns and the corresponding line-cut
profiles are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. S8, ESI.† It is obvious that all
the binary and ternary films exhibit a face-on favorable orienta-
tion, as proven by the prominent (010) p–p stacking peaks in the
out-of-plane direction.52,53 For all ternary films, the addition of
the third component didn’t cause any significant change in
morphology compared to that of binary PBDT-2TC:4TBA and
PBDT-2TC:6TBA films. In addition, all the ternary films exhibit
similar (100) lamellar stacking peaks at qE 0.28 Å�1 in the in-plane
direction and similar (010) p–p stacking peaks at qE 1.65 Å�1 in the
out-of-plane direction, suggesting that all the ternary films exhibit
similar molecular packing and crystalline orientation. However, the
device performances of these multiple ternary OSCs are quite
different from each other. Therefore, the differences in performance
among these ternary OSCs are not really caused by the morphology
of the BHJ active layers.

2.5. The role of dipole moment and its impact on charge transfer

To confirm the effect of dipole moment on ternary OSCs and
study the working mechanism, steady state photoluminescence
(PL) and time-resolved PL (TRPL) were performed. As shown in
Fig. 5a, we first studied the effect of the blend ratio on the
charge transfer properties of the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA ternary

blend. The peak emission of the pure PBDT-2TC film is located
at 642 nm. For the blend films, the PL emission of PBDT-2TC is
almost completely quenched and when the ternary blend
(PBDT-2TC : 4TBA : 6TBA) weight ratio is 1 : 0.9 : 0.1, the PL peak
is most significantly quenched. Other ternary blends (shown in
Fig. 5b) also exhibited similar results, demonstrating that the
photoexcited electrons could be efficiently transferred from the
polymer donor to the acceptors. This result agrees well with
previous literature which reported that when FREAs’ end
groups approach the electron-enriched backbone of the polymer
donor,45 the strong dipole effect of the end groups may facilitate
the charge transfer process.

Among these ternary blends, PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA dis-
played the fastest exciton dissociation revealed by its shortest
exciton lifetime (1.56 ns) which was fitted from the TPRL
spectra (Fig. 5c). This favorable charge separation efficiency could
also contribute to the higher Jsc and photovoltaic performance. In
comparison, the ternary blend PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F showed
the longest exciton lifetime of 3.87 ns, suggesting the slowest
exciton dissociation in the active layer. It is very interesting that
the speed of exciton dissociation differs among the ternary
blends while the difference in overall charge separation efficiency
is similar (revealed by PL quenching efficiency, Fig. 5b). This
indicates that the dipole moment may have little effect on the
processes of charge separation and transfer between donor and
acceptor. It may have a stronger impact on the subsequent charge
transport between the acceptors as the electrons are transported
through the acceptor materials.

To investigate the terminal’s dipole moment on ternary
OSCs’ charge transport, the electron and hole mobility of multi-
ple ternary blend films was determined using the space-charge-
limited-current method54 with single-carrier device architectures
of ITO/ZnO/active layer/C60-bis/Ag and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active

Fig. 5 (a) PL spectra of the pristine polymer film and active blend films with different weight ratios of 4TBA:6TBA. (b) PL spectra of the pristine polymer

film and PBDT-2TC:4TBA blended films with or without a different third acceptor component (10 wt%). (c) TRPL spectra of PBDT-2TC:4TBA blended

films with or without a different third acceptor component (10 wt%). (d) Hole mobility and electron mobility dependence on the 10 wt% third component.

Light intensity dependence of (e) Jsc and (f) Voc of the blended films with or without a different third acceptor component.
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layer/MoO3/Ag, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5d, Table 2 and
Fig. S9, ESI,† both the binary and multiple ternary devices
exhibited a high hole mobility (uh) with a small variation (1.56–
1.99� 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1). Compared to the binary blend, the hole
mobility for the ternary blends PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA, PBDT-
2TC:4TBA:ITIC and PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC was improved which
may be due to the increased crystallinity of the BHJ morphology.
Nevertheless, the electron mobility (ue) is strongly dependent on
the difference of terminal’s electronegativity between two FREAs
in ternary blends. Compared to the ue for the binary blend
(3.94 � 10�5 cm2 V�1 s�1), the ue for the ternary blend
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F decreased dramatically to 3.89 �

10�6 cm2 V�1 s�1, leading to significantly unbalanced charge
mobility (uh/ue = 40.1), which is detrimental to charge transport
and collection, and thus resulting in low Jsc and FF values. For the
ternary blends with two acceptors based on the same terminals,
the charge transport balance of uh/ue is 3.48 and 5.17 for PBDT-
2TC:4TBA:6TBA and PBDT-2TC:4TBA:STBA, respectively. Mean-
while, for the ternary blends with two acceptors based on
different terminals, the charge transport becomes more and
more unbalanced (uh/ue = 6.03 for PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC, uh/ue =
20.54 for PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC), which could result in increased
charge recombination (vide infra). These results demonstrate that
the terminals’ dipole moment of acceptors could affect the
charge transport and play an important role in ternary OSCs.

2.6. Recombination analysis

To confirm that the unbalanced charge transport could result
in increased charge recombination, we have studied the dependence
of Jsc and Voc on light intensity (I), as shown in Fig. 5e and f. In
general, the relationship between Jsc and I follows the power-law
formula of Jsc p Ia, where the slope of the curve (a) reflects the
bimolecular recombination degree; if a is closer to unity, it suggests
the weak bimolecular recombination in active layers.55,56 Fig. 5e
depicts the plots of log Jsc versus log I; the a values are 0.96, 0.97
and 0.94 for the PBDT-2TC:4TBA binary device, the PBDT-2TC:
4TBA:6TBA ternary device and the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:STBA ternary
device, respectively, implying less charge recombination loss
during charge extraction in the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA devices.
Clearly, in the ternary systems based on two acceptors with
terminals of different dipole moment, the a values decreased to
0.93 and 0.91 for PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC and PBDT-2TC:4TBA:
4TIC, respectively, and significantly decreased to 0.88 for PBDT-
2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F, suggesting more charge recombination in

these ternary blends. The recombination mechanisms in these
devices can be further investigated according to the relationship
of Voc dependence on light intensity, as shown in Fig. 5f. The
charge recombination process in blend films can be defined
by the formula Voc p n(kBT/q)ln I, where kB, T and q are the
Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature and elementary
charge, respectively.57 A stronger dependence of Voc on light
intensity with a slope greater than kT/q is observed when trap-
assisted recombination is involved. In our cases, the dependence
of Voc on the light intensity for ternary devices based on two
acceptors with terminals of different electronegativity was recorded
with a much higher slope than that based on two acceptors with
terminals of same dipole moment. The result also indicates less
trap-assisted recombination in these ternary devices based on
combined acceptors with more compatible dipole moment.
Therefore, the study of charge recombination mechanisms
proved that the unbalanced charge transport which is derived
from the difference in the dipole moment of terminals between
two acceptors could result in increased charge recombination,
thus significantly decreasing Jsc and FF in these ternary devices.

2.7. The mechanism of hypothesis

From the investigations of photophysical and photovoltaic
properties, and the BHJ morphology, we have confirmed the
influence of the dipole moment of acceptor’s terminal groups
in ternary OSCs. In two FREA based ternary OSCs, two acceptors
with the same terminals invariably work well than acceptors
with different terminals. Based on these results, the compatible
dipole moment seems to dominate the performance of the
ternary blends, and thus a schematic diagram of such a working
principle is proposed and presented in Fig. 6. If the terminals in
two FREAs in the ternary blends have a huge difference in
electron-withdrawing ability, it would result in unbalanced
charge transport, leading to increased charge combination in
ternary OSCs. Consequently, the performance of the devices will
significantly decrease in spite of adding only a small amount of
the third component. In contrast, if the two FREAs in the ternary
blends possess different fused-rings but the same terminals, the
blends exhibit more balanced charge transport and less charge
recombination. Under the circumstances, the two FREAs with
high compatibility result in better device performance.

To further verify the hypothesis, additional DFT calculation
analysis was performed. It is well known that the strong p–p
stacking between conjugated organic molecules can facilitate charge
transport, thereby improving the performance of OSCs, and the p–p
stacking effect can be calculated from the dimer configurations.58

The plots of electron density r(r) multiplied by the sign of the second
Hessian eigenvalue l2 versus reduced density gradient (RDG)

RDG ¼
1

2 3p2ð Þ1=3
rrj j

r4=3

 !

for the dimers of six systems

(4TBA:6TBA, 4TBA:ITIC, 4TBA:4TIC, 4TBA:4TIC-4F, 4TBA:STBA
and 4TIC:ITIC) were created to understand the interaction nature
for different stacking modes in Fig. S9 (ESI†) and Fig. 7. The blue,
green and red areas in Fig. 7 stand for hydrogen bonds, van der
Waals interactions and steric repulsion, respectively.59 The lowest

Table 2 The parameters of hole and electron mobility

Active layer
uh
[10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1]

ue
[10�5 cm2 V�1 s�1] uh/ue

PBDT-2TC:4TBA 1.69 3.94 4.23
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA 1.76 5.06 3.48
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:ITIC 1.87 3.10 6.03
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC 1.99 0.97 20.52
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F 1.56 0.39 40
PBDT-2TC:4TBA:STBA 1.80 3.48 5.17

uh: hole mobility; ue: electronmobility. The balance of hole and electron
mobility (uh/ue).
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energy dimer structures were obtained by the Molclus program60

and Gaussian. Additionally, RDG analysis of the terminal stacking
regions between the acceptor molecules was performed using the
Multiwfn software.61 The p–p stacking interactions with a value of

Fig. 6 (a) Hypothetical mechanism diagram of electron transport in ternary blends reflected by molecular structures. (b) The possible charge transport

pathway existing in three different types of ternary systems; the yellow and orange segments in FREAs represent the donor cores, the green and pink

segments represent terminals and different colors represent different donor cores or terminals.

Fig. 7 The plots of the production of electron density r(r) and the sign of the second Hessian eigenvalue l2 versus RDG for six combinations of

4TBA:6TBA, 4TBA:ITIC, 4TBA:4TIC, 4TBA:4TIC-4F, 4TBA:STBA and 4TIC:ITIC.
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sign(l2)r around zero between the acceptormolecules’ terminals are
clearly manifested by the gradient isosurfaces (RDG = 0.5 a.u.). From
Fig. S9 (ESI†) and Fig. 7, it can be seen that the dimers (4TBA:6TBA,
4TBA:STBA, 4TIC:ITIC) with the same dipole moment terminals
have better p–p interactions with more gradient isosurfaces.
However, the gradient isosurface area between the 4TBA and
4TIC-4F terminals is the smallest, indicating that the dimers
have the worst p–p interactions. The worst p–p stacking inter-
action in the 4TBA:4TIC-4F blend may be detrimental to charge
transfer and transport, which may explain why the PBDT-2TC:
4TBA:4TIC-4F based device has significant unbalanced charge
mobility. These results indicate that the terminals’ dipole
moment of FREAs plays an important role in ternary OSCs,
which is consistent with our hypothesis.

3. Conclusions

In summary, a new important parameter of dipole moment is
established in designing and evaluating the performance of
ternary OSCs based on one conjugated polymer and two FREAs.
Six ternary blends with complementary absorption and cascade
energy levels were systematically constructed. From the results
of studying these six ternary OSCs, we found that if there is a
huge difference in two acceptors’ terminal dipole moment, the
electron mobility will be significantly decreased to result in
unbalanced charge transport and more charge recombination,
thus inducing significant attenuated device performance. As a
result, the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:6TBA blend shows the best perfor-
mance while the PBDT-2TC:4TBA:4TIC-4F blend exhibits the worst
performance even when a small amount of the third component
4TIC-4F is added. This is the first time that a comprehensive study
has been conducted to understand the role of dipole moment in
affecting ternary OSCs. This method can be used as a rough guide-
line to screen ternary systems for improving the device performance.
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